TEXAS INTENSIVE Proficiency Tracks

A little more information on what we mean when we say:

“Foundational”

This designates an entry-level course ideal for beginners, or those looking to take their basic skills to the next level.

“Open”

These courses are ideal for all students, whether beginners or accomplished combatants, looking to move forward in their training. Open classes will often delve into specialized skill sets, such as Fighting for the Camera, Tumbling and Rolling, Martial Arts from various traditions, and more.

“Intermediate”

This designates a class for those working at a proficient level with the weapon in question. Those considering an Intermediate class must have already passed a SAFD Skills Proficiency Test with the weapon, and had extra training besides. Do not attempt an intermediate class unless you have logged more than 50 training hours in the weapon style.

“Advanced”

This designates a class for those working at an exceptionally high level, commensurate with professional industry performance standards. Those considering an Advanced class should have already logged over 100 training hours in the weapon style.